Cloud Email
Get enterprise features at a small business cost.
AFFORDABLE

Enterprise class email, address books

Cloud Email is less expensive

and calendars that synchronize across
your desktop, smartphone and tablet

than purchasing and maintaining
your own enterprise server.

Gain a professional appearance with
your own @yourbusiness.com domain

AUTOMATIC

Anti-spam protection with privacy and
no advertisements

Cloud based updates that require
no user interaction.

Perfect for one, several or all of your
employees
CONTINUTY
Access email, contacts and

Cloud Email from Westechs offers professional-

Just like all your email is available on your

calendars from any device or a

grade email, address books and calendars.

devices, your address book and calendar are

secure webpage.

Powered by Microsoft Outlook, you are always a

also synchronized everywhere.

single click away from all of the information that
helps
EASY TO USE

your

organization

communicate,

collaborate and organize.

Get simple but powerful

Adding a contact or calendar item on your
desk means that it is instantly available on
your other devices.

functionality with Microsoft

Say goodbye to slow, clunky web-based email

Outlook.

and eliminate intrusive advertising. Brand your

Cloud Email makes a small business more

email with a professional @yourbusiness.com

efficient and agile. Employees can easily

domain that consumers increasingly expect.

share

NO MAINTENANCE

mailboxes,

address

books

and

calendars with each other.

No software or hardware to buy

Cloud Email synchronizes all of your email on

or maintain.

your desktop, smartphone and tablet. If you read

With unlimited storage and large attachment

an email on your phone, it is marked read on your

sizes, Cloud Email is the perfect solution for

desktop. If you reply to an email on your tablet,

one, some or all of your employees.

REAL SUPPORT
Get support from a real person
24 hours a day.

your reply is automatically synchronized to all of
your devices.
.
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